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THE NU LIFELEVELS NOW 

I am taught what I Now Know from The Real UNUversal Guides, The 
NUBeings of THE ALLIS, who are not mentioned in Standard Human 
History, because the Kontrolling Earthly Korporations (KEK) of the 
Political and Religious Regimes want to keep the population on this 
planet as Dumbed Down as possible. The Earthly Day & Nighttime 
Drama of 'Lifetimes of Drudgery' continues to attract most people to 
where they have no idea where they are in Creation nor what Creation 
is really all about. The 'LA LA Land Lovers' keep 'Thinking' with their 
Programed Minds they are getting somewhere on this planet, when in 
fact those who support the Kontrolling Systems are merely servants 
and slaves for those who create all the Laws and Restrictions to keep 
people 'Thinking' that they cannot do any better with their life than the 
Kontrol that has been decided by those who Rule & Restrict others. 

Fortunately, these is so much more to The Whole of Life than what we 
are experiencing on this little planet. It is more than evident that this 
'Place in Space' is Kompletely Kontrolled and Manipulated by those 
who do not care for The ALLNatural Environment and the people on it. 
You do have a choice, and I am going to lay out a NUOpportunity for 
YU, The RealU, and once YU Test The NU-U Sessions and learn to 
Watch Your DreamVisions, YU will start to WakeUP and Become 
MoreAware of what has RealValue and a RealBenefit aside from all that 
YU have been 'Marketed' with by the Ruling Systems of Demise. 

The NU LifeLevels are an 'Actuality' even though YU were not taught 
what I am presenting in any school. As YU gain RealExperiences with 
Your DreamVisions and the Recognition of what is really taking place 
on the earth and in Your RealAwareniss, YU will begin to fit all the little 
pieces of Your Life together and have a much better understanding of 
what is all around YU and Creation itself. Creation is not the ultimate, 
but merely a 'Process' all of us are going through to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Give yourself time to understand this 
NUPresentation by Reading The NUBooks and Singing The NU-U, as 
YU will WakeUP to what has been with YU and always in front of YU! 

 

 



LIFELEVEL ONE / PHYSICAL REALM 

This is where The RealU is born into a Created Material Body. Some 
people have the 'idea' that it is some god somewhere who created YU, 
but in the physical sense it was YU and the person YU came thru that 
has done the creating. LifeIS not about any type of 'Belief' but about 
what is really taking place here and with YourSelf, The RealU, which YU 
will learn a lot more about as YU Have Fun Reading My NUBooks. 

LIFELEVEL TWO / ASTRAL REALM 

This is Your Astral or Emotional Body. The Astral Realm is known as the 
First Heaven of Man. Here is where most people end up after the 
Physical Body is exhausted. There is no 'Death' for us anywhere in Life, 
because we are actually a Being of RealLight that is brighter than any 
sun. The Whole Benefit of The NUPresentation is to provide the 
opportunity for YU & Everyone to WakeUP and Recognize themselves 
as so much more than just a human body growing old. Those who 
come to the Astral Worlds, which there are many levels, 'Think' this 
'Place in Life' is the ultimate. There is a GovernorLord here and he will 
tell YU, just like the Politicians do on earth, that this 'heaven' is all there 
is and there is nothing beyond what YU will come to know here. If YU 
'Agree' to this 'idea' from the GovernorLord, who also plays the role of a 
god in earthly terms, then YU have limited YourSelf to an area of 
unawareness to where YU will eventually return to the earth or other 
RoundWorlds in an unconscious state of affairs again. This is always 
Your Choice and Decision. With RealExperiences with The RealGuides 
in Your DreamVisions, YU will begin to See Beyond this LifeLevel to 
Greater LifeLevels where there IS RealFreedom, moreso than 'implied' 
freedom from gods and Kontrolling Earthly Korporations. 

TapLining occurs on this LifeLevel without most people knowing what is 
taking place with the Effects of TapLining. ASStral TapLining is many 
centuries old and has been hidden and suppressed by the Religious 
and Political Systems who use this Method of Kontrol over many 
people. There are many references to ASStral TapLining in so many 
documents and doctrines, but it is disguised in such a way that most 
people cannot read the 'between the lines' to Recognize it. The 
Religious Orders are the first to use ASStral TapLining, because any 
'Worship or Praying' to anything is a Kalaum Kontrolling Kult. The 



Invented Gods of Man are merely the GovernorLords on the Astral, 
Causal and Mental Realms who 'manage' those realms. They parade 
themselves as 'gods' because people will 'believe' them and worship 
them. It’s all a hoax that has been taking place for thousands of years. 

Human History on the Physical RoundWorlds have been bloody battle 
fields of conquests and takeovers. Those who decide to exalt them- 
selves to the Power Plays of Rulership over others soon come to find 
out that in the Five PsycRealms there is Cause and Effect in Creation 
and they must deal with what they have created. No matter what a 
person 'Thinks' in their created mind, they will live the Effects of their 
Causes. People have invented 'Gods' and 'Thinking' these gods will 
protect them from any harm, because they Worship and Pray to them 
are sadly mistaken. This is what those who Kontrol the masses have 
bred people to 'Believe' and it is not so. 'Belief' is a Kontrolling aspect 
the Earthly Korporations (EK) use to TapLine their MemberShrimps with 
in their dreams at night. Almost all Kontrolling Korporations do this as a 
means to have a Support System of Agreement. The Lords of Karma 
will deal with those who misuse their positions and there is no 'Plea 
Bargaining' like on the earth. All gods, masters, presidents, rulers, 
kings, queens, dictators and so many others like them are on the Astral, 
Causal and Mental Realms of Cause and Effect Creation. 

There is a part of the Astral Realm that is termed as 'Hell' by the 
Kontrolling Religious Orders, that of the Lower ASStral Worlds. It is 
here that those who do dastardly deeds end up, because of their state 
of consciousness and their intent. I was raised this lifetime and previous 
ones by The Real UNUversal Guides, and as Paul Twitchell was given 
The Rod of Power in 1965 by Rebazar Tarzs and he started a New Era 
of Awareness. After Paul left, Darwin and Harold were given the 
opportunity to expand upon what Paul created, but instead, they 
actually lowered his creation. By doing so they affected all the 
PsycRealm Levels. What Paul referred to as the 'Soul Plane' has now 
become the lesser part of the Etheric Level, that part that corresponds 
to the Lower ASStral Worlds of TapLining Kontrol. Those who 'Agree' to 
Worshiping and Praying to the Invented Gods of Man are TapLined by 
the Reptilian Aliens who have ruled the earth since the beginning. All 
the Political, Religious and even the Spiritual Systems are overly 
Kontrolled by TapLining and to some degree. It is The Seventh Level of 



The Real UNUverses where RealFreedom IS, and not with any 
Kontrolling Earthly Korporation that has Worshiping MemberShrimps. 

LIFELEVEL THREE / CAUSAL REALM 

This LifeLevel corresponds to your third vehicle, which is the Memory 
Body. It is here that many PastLife Seeds and creations are kept until 
the time when they are enacted into the other bodies and eventually 
into the Physical Body as Effect. The 'Memories' of many pastlives are 
here and can be accessed by a person once they can Recognize how 
to do so. We are each the end result of all our experiences and what we 
have decided to be, and until we Totally Recognize ourselves as a Free 
Being of Light and burn off all the Karmic Effects, we are held to those 
Effects until we do WakeUP and Become MoreAware. The function of 
the Causal Body is as a 'reference' to what we have experienced so 
that we can learn to make Better Choices, until we are ready to have 
the ability to Compare and Recognize what we have come thru as 
Creation, then apply this to Recognizing The TruReality LifeIS, THE IS. 
This usually takes millions of lifetimes to accomplish. 

LIFELEVEL FOUR / MENTAL REALM 

The Mind of Man corresponds to this LifeLevel. The RoundWorlds are 
ruled by the Mind and those who have learned to Kontrol others using 
various tactics of the Mind and Emotions to do so. Because the Five 
PsycVehicles are actually an encumbrance to The RealU, it is very 
difficult to See Beyond what Creation is all about and its TruPurpose. 
The RealGuides have a Great Compassion for those in the Psyc- 
Realms, but at the same time when a person continues to not 'Listen' to 
them and continues to do 'silly things' that harm themselves and others 
as each person is going thru their Creation Process, they step in and 
'Protect' those who do Listen. This LifeLevel is known as the Second 
Heaven of Man. There are many heavens in the PsycRealms and most 
people focus on the two basic ones, that of the Astral and Mental 
Realms and Worlds. These are more 'Places in Life' and are far more 
beautiful than anything that can be found on the earth or other worlds 
and planets. Here is where the Designated Lord God resides, the 
Kalaum God of Politics and Religion. He is a Reptilian Ruler and can 
disguise himself as anything he wants to as he often does, to fool those 
who come before him. He 'Expects' the unaware to kneel and bow and 



demands that people Worship and Pray to him. He is the Dualistic 
Power Pole of the PsycRealms, that of Cause and Effect. He is exalted 
as the 'Creator' of Time and Space, and this is the reason people have 
been taught to 'look up' into the sky, which is really black space, and 
search for him. He is the 'Space God' who is behind the clouds 
somewhere, but actually is not. He is a 'Mystery' to most of the 
unaware, but to The RealAware, The Real UNUversal Guides, the 
Kalaum God is no mystery. He is a GovernorLord and has been given 
the assignment to 'manage' the Mental Realm. Most unaware souls are 
TapLined and Trapped by him to stay in Creation, and continue to be a 
slave on the RoundWorlds in Time and Space. 

LIFELEVEL FIVE / ETHERIC REALM 

This is the fifth vehicle, the Etheric Body. This is also part of the 
Subconscious Side of people that is not really understood by the so- 
called professionals. Parts of the Etheric level are storehouses for a lot 
of desires, likes, dislikes, dream imagery and so much more from those 
who are going thru the Creation Process. This LifeLevel has to do with 
a lot of the Effects people experience from the Causes they have 
created, as this is the reason for the invention of Psychiatry.  This 
LifeLevel is also the first part of the Dividing Line between the 
PsycRealms and The Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS. The upper part 
of this level is where The RealU is prepared to leave the PsycRealms 
and enter into The TruReality LifeIS. The RealGuides will prepare YU to 
leave all the Five Bodies and enter The Seventh LifeLevel in Your 
RealAwareniss. When YU exit the Five Bodies, YU See YourSelf as a 
Being of Light. YU then Recognize that YU do not need any mind or 
emotions or any baggage from all that YU have experienced. YU are 
Now who YU really are as a Being of Light ready to have a RealLife! 

LIFELEVEL SIX / THE DEEP DARK BORDER 

This arena is the end of all existence to the Belief Systems who are 
focused on the Kalaum God on the Mental Level. This is the 'Void' area 
and to some the idea of 'Nirvana' where a person blanks their mind of 
everything. The Deep Dark Border is necessary to divide the 
PsycRealms from The Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS. To most, there is 
nothing beyond the Gods of Man, which is the Fourth LifeLevel in the 
PsycRealms. This is understandable, because those who are educated 



on the RoundWorlds are put thru a Militarized Training to become 
'Stooges' for the OneWorld Order of Kontrolling DarkBrats.  As YU pass 
thru the darkness, YU See the Radiant Being of The Real Guide who is 
with YU. It would 'seem' that there can be nothing else that can exist, 
but there IS! As YU continue on, YU soon come to... 

LIFELEVEL SEVEN / THE FIRST REAL UNUVERSE 

As The RealU, YU are Now entering The TruReality LifeIS, The Sound 
Light ALLAliveniss of THE ALLIS. The Old Terms such as 'spiritual, 
soul, divine, god, saviors and others, along with the Old Words of OM, 
AUM, HU, no longer apply here. The Old Terms and Words are in the 
PsycRealms of Time and Space and are mainly TapLining people to 
stay stuck in Creation. When Paul Twitchell was given The Rod of 
Power in 1965, the HU Word was a connection to this LifeLevel, but 
when Darwin, and then especially with HarOld and his Reptilian Mate 
Joanny took over, they completely abolished The RealConnection to 
The Real UNUverses, which was the Fifth Level at the time. HarOld and 
SHE have ruined, for themselves and the MemberShrimps, The 
RealConnection to THE ALLIS. Paul also referred to the 'Sugmad' 
which was the next step towards the WakeUP Call for THE ALLIS.  The 
HU Word, Mahanta, Sugmad, Eck Masters and other terms and 
phrases are TapLines to the Lower ASStral Realm, because of all the 
Kontrol Reptilian Joanny and HER Vampire Squad have created. The 
Blinded MemberShrimps are fed the 'Godly Love' notions, which are 
Direct TapLines to those in 'Agreement' to Master Harry and KRONE. 
When YU Test The NU-U Sessions and Sincerely Pay Attention to Your 
DreamVisions, YU will be shown 'What IS Real Now!' YU must always 
Take The Risk to See Beyond everything YU have ever known! 

BEYOND THE SEVENTH LIFELEVEL 

On The Seventh LifeLevel, YU will meet The Great OverSeer, HE who 
SEES over ALL THAT IS. HE has many names and YU will learn HIS 
TruName when YU Recognize HIM. Beyond The Seventh LifeLevel 
there are Endless Invisible UNUverses that are truly indescribable. Paul 
gave reference to many other levels, but I will not do this, because 
ALLLife IS Now, and each Being who enters The Seventh LifeLevel and 
beyond will have their own RealExperiences, moreso than whatever 
Paul described in the past. The words, phrases, ideas and imaginings 



of those who have Kontrolling Earthly Korporations in the PsycRealms 
has nothing to do with The Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS NOW. 
Rebazar Tarzs & The RealGuides guard the entrance to The Seventh 
LifeLevel, so I suggest to contact them for RealFreedom. 
 

 

ALLIS 

THE ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT OF REALFREEDOM NOW 

~ ~ ~ 

THE MANY INVISIBLE REAL UNUVERSES 

~ ~ ~ 

THE SEVENTH LIFELEVEL / FREE BEING OF RADIANT LIGHT 

THE DEEP DARK BORDER / BEING OF LIGHT 

ETHERIC LIFELEVEL / BODY FIVE 

MENTAL LIFELEVEL / BODY FOUR 

CAUSAL LIFELEVEL / BODY THREE 

ASTRAL LIFELEVEL / BODY TWO 

PHYSICAL LIFELEVEL / BODY ONE 

This is a brief description of the LifeLevels from a Literary Explanation. 
The NU-U is The NUSound with The ALLNatural Environment that 
Supports ALL of US. This IS The RealConnection with The Sound & 
RealLight Reality of THE ALLIS. Test The NU-U for YourSelf Now! 



THE NUNOWNISS OF THE ALLIS 

LIFEIS ALWAYS NOW... THIS IS REAL! YU are Now in Creation and 
YU have no Real idea where YU are at, but YU will if YU take the time 
to Read this NUBook and the other ones I have written. YU, The RealU, 
is looking for The TruReality LifeIS, and all along YU have been 
marketed into 'Thinking' the Gods of Man are The TruSource, when 
actually they are very far from IT. In Time and Space YU have drug all 
your pastlife baggage with YU to this very moment and YU still cannot 
figure out why. Your parents, teachers, and the Authoritarians have 
been telling and training YU about the 'Deceptions' they have created 
as their reality. YU have 'Convinced' yourself that what they have been 
telling YU is all there is. Look around YU at this Polluted Planet and all 
those who are doing The ALLNatural Environment harm every 
moment... Dose it really make the least bit of sense to YU? YU can 
decide whatever YU want to and also Become MoreAware than YU 
ever have before. LifeIS So Much Bigger than what YU know here. 

The masses have been so 'Deceived' by the Self-Appointed Kings and 
Queens, Presidents and Dictators, and have lost sight of anything 
'Sensible' and are usually looking to some form of 'Government' to 
come to their rescue, when it has all been a Perpetuated Lie to steal 
what people have worked hard for. The Diplomacy of today is nothing 
more than Self-Interest People looking to themselves to be noticed by 
what they deem to be the Lower Class, which they have decided and 
designated to be so. All the 'Discrimination' in this world comes from the 
Political and Religious Systems and very little from the Honorable 
People who work with The ALLNatural Environment. The NUNowniss of 
ALLIS The Natural Environment IS about 'Working With' Nature on this 
LifeLevel, and then Becoming MoreAware of The Endless Life Levels 
that exist for each of us. YU will never have any Freedom with anything 
created here! YU will only Gain RealFreedom when YU Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. THIS IS REAL NOW! YU are always 
deciding Your Fate with every idea, thought, imagining, fantasy and 
intent. This is how YU are in Life, and Becoming More Aware with The 
Whole of Life Does Make Sense, or YU Stay Asleep!! 


